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will make the principle clear to every be-
ginner in algebra.
The ordinary balance scale will serve our
purpose.    In one pan we place a 5-pound
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THE BALANCE SCALE
weight; in the other we place a 3-pound
weight and a 2-pound weight; we know the
first weight balances the other two, and we
may indicate the fact by the following state-
ment:
5=3+2
Adding- 4 pounds to each pan, our new state-
ment is,
5+4=3+2+4
Removing- 2 pounds from each pan, we write
the new condition.
5+4—2=3+2+4—2
These statements are called equations, and
from them we may easily assume each of
the following principles to be true:
 1.	The same quantity may be added to
both sides.
 2.	The same quantity may be subtracted
from both, sides.
 3.	Each side may be multiplied or divided
by the same number.
In the equation 7#-|~4=32, there is bal-
anced value, or quantity; it tells us that Ix
does not equal 32, but that to Ix we must
add 4 to equal 32, or that 32 is 4 more than
7#, So we must substract 4 from 32 if we
want to know the number which exactly
equals 7%. Then our revised equation will
be,
7x=32—i
Simplifying1, 7x~28
x=4
We moved 4 to the right of tie equation
and in doing so changed its sign from
4- to —, the reason for which is clear from
the explanation above. At the same time
we placed all known quantities, 32 and 4,
 on the same side of the equation, leaving the
unknown quantity on the left. These two
principles embody the philosophy of the
simple equation. Let us apply what we
have learned to several problems:
1.	A 60 foot pole is divided into two parts
so that one part is 5 times as long as the
other; find the length of the two parts.
The length of neither part is known, there-
fore let us represent the shorter length by
the letter x} to indicate that its numerical
value is not known but is to be found. Then,
x=shorter part,
5x=longer part,
6x=both parts,
6x=60 feet.
Therefore,    x=10 feet, the shorter part,
and	5x— 50 feet, the longer part.
2.	Find a number such that when 17 is
added to its double, the sum will be 49.
The unknown number may be represented
by x and we must also find a number just
double the unknown number. Then,
#=:the number,
2x= double the number.
!Nbw if we add 17 to double the number,
the sum will be 49. Therefore, it is evident
that 49 is 17 more than double the number,
or in other words, that to double the number
we must add 17, if we would reach the re-
sult 49. We have our statement
2^+17=49.
Then, if 49 is 17 more than 2x} we should
subtract 17 from 49, which is the same as
subtracting 17 from both sides of the equa-
tion, and we have,
Then, 2x=32
and      x=16.
Using the above problems as types, solve
the following:
 1.	If the sum of the ages of a father and son
is 60 years, and the father is 5 times as old as
the son, what is the age of each?
 2.	A tree 90 feet high was broken so that
the part broken off was 8 times the length of
the part left standing1.    Find the  length of
each part.
 3.	Three times a given number is equal to
the number increased by 40. Find the number.
 4.	The yield of an orchard was 70 bushels
of fruit.   Three times the number of bushels
of  apples   is   6  more   than   the   number   of
bushels of pears.   Find the number of bushels
of each,
 5.	A horse, a cow, and a sheep together cost
$106.   The cow cost sixteen times as much as
the sheep, and the horse cost $40 more than
the cow.   What was the cost of each?

